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; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - shoe stock] HKEx latest information, Olympic sports (01968) main shareholder Wing Sound
Development in June 13, 2014, the venue of the holdings of 200 million shares of the company long position at a cost of 4.222 million
Hong Kong dollars, the average transaction price 2.111 Hong Kong dollars, the highest closing price of 2.14 Hong Kong dollars.
After the change holdings 8.93804246 million shares, accounting for 42.6% stake. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative
and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.)
like a long time, we hope for a long time, STAYREAL x Reebok joint shoes off the dream has finally arrived. From early October to
continue to release relevant joint message ; STAYREAL x Reebok Pump Fury shoes contained grown up after 20, the shoes still look
to now seems avant-garde Reebok Pump Fury shoes, celebrating 20 set the trend still sit tight top popular chief position, and popular
brand STAYREAL strong launch joint shoes! The JUKSY collect many popular celebrities wearing outfit STAYREAL x Reebok shoes
fantasy picture, so that we start to wear after the ride as a reference, you may wish to read on.
Recently, the New York fashion store KITH issued its 2015 name ; Pinnacle Program clothing line catalog. Will be held on the 9th of
this month the sale of product lines determined in a minimalist style building, which was added without edging and loose design
elements, releasing sweater, long-sleeved T-shirt, MA-1 jacket, horse cap and other products, through black ash, etc. low tones, and
use comfortable cotton clothing material production, reveal a sense of style, a blend of street and sports. The new series will be held
in New York will be available at stores and online shops, like a friend can not miss.
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< br / > ; NikeLab earlier to this year's US Open tennis tournament to celebrate the opening, special and fragment design to create a
joint air Trainer 1 series, and just when everyone is boundless, New York's 21 Mercer surprise exposure also two pairs of new color.
Respectively to black and "gym red" as the main theme, the continuation of the to leather shoes set, will fragment design signs of
lightning logo into the side and insole as details, with white outsole ending. At present, the two pairs of shoes can be purchased by
21 Mercer. (Editor: YOYO)
Farmers House New Balance M577 & quot; Farmer Market & quot; 2013-12-08 22:13:14
New Balance launched a new agricultural series & quot; Farmer Market & quot ;, is to commemorate the anniversary of the UK
production line Flimby 30 Factocy. Use of domestic unusual for the flagship 577 series shoes, where there was more developed
agriculture and animal husbandry, and agriculture and animal husbandry natural theme also inseparable. Entire section footwear
design and color are combined with agriculture, not only that splicing a variety of materials to create rich layers of texture, it is
expected on sale in September.
Nike Lunar Hyperdunk 2012 Chinese national team color exposure 2013-12-08 22:14:35
This year's London Olympics, Nike will still sponsor all the equipment the Chinese national team, which naturally includes shoes. And
now we see is the Chinese men's basketball team will be wearing the national colors in the game Chinese Lunar Hyperdunk 2012.
before the exposure is not red color version University gold University, the Chinese national team color of shoes in white color, with
red breathable fabric, while darker red team in the fly line with laces toe swoosh and a lining part, the last accompanied by yellow
outsole.
Chinese shoes Network December 27 hearing, when it comes to adidas Originals most Ganso color, not pantone color code A039
none other, that we are familiar with the sky blue colors. The iconic blue has scored the hearts of every one favorite adidas Originals
friends, status is paramount. Adidas Originals recently launched a retro running shoes zx500 them, they once again injected a unique
retro flavor this color design, with blue tone added dumb red buckle and heel shoes marked as sand, very early 80s running shoe
adidas Originals Classic atmosphere, is now officially on sale Log style-tokyo.jp, priced 10,500 yen.
American designer brand McNairy Mark after the extension of the men's line, produced the most popular shoe shoe style and
attention, more and more popular, but also the impact of the design of the shoe line. This spring, mark McNairy breath is three new
brogue shoes, for friends like carved and British style of speaking can be said to be a feast for the eyes. 

in which a black and white Wingtip Brogues Saddle selection of leather to do the upper, silver lace buckle with a strong sense of the
mountain, the mountain, to create both a gentleman style and fashion shoes. Pricing $495 USD (US $$3842). 



; 

David Beckham (David Beckham), the international soccer star has just ushered in his 39th birthday, soccer magazine Soccer Bible
is this special planning a David Beckham (David Beckham) 20 classic football boots review. As an independent branch adidas
soccer shoes star David Beckham (David Beckham) shoes every time we launch a special, profound meaning, including his jersey
number, his name and the child's name and so on. Although David Beckham (David Beckham) has been retired for the national
team, but he gives the impression he is always so deep, and now let us reward his boots slowly row, recall the glory days.
A few days of rumors swirling that the topic is, the United States will SUPREME palace street brands and sneakers Jordan Brand
have launched a joint cooperation legendary edition air jordan 1. Although this rumor still did not receive its official confirmed that its
designers are beginning to envision how their joint product will be it. The Fan Kick Poster on the release of two pairs of reverie map,
it seems everyone is looking forward to these two brands of passion collision, will produce what kind of spark. To learn more the
latest advice, we should pay close attention to the latest consultation report PKPOP yo.
Came the latest autumn and winter 2012 quarter, the brand Maison Martin Margiela on its classic German Trainer (Germany training
shoes) for the design blueprint, to create a blockbuster latest autumn and winter quarter single product. Following a transparent, do
the old process, such as different versions have come out, the shoes of shoes plus a pigment ink colorful element, making the white
shoes more color sense, while revealing Martin & middot; Margiela fashion The interesting, shoes visually very expressive, worthy of
the design comes from the devil's hands. It is reported that this shoe is priced at 335 euros.
Exclusive to build Nike Lunar TR1 + three four-color PE exposure 2013-12-08 22:19:46
DJ Clark Kent recently shared with us as Nike LeBron James, Rafael Nadal and ������̽��� trio crafted Nike Lunar TR1 + PE
style spy. LeBron James has two color, one for the red and black color, the other black and blue color, two pairs of shoes are
accompanied by "LJ" logo on the tongue and heel. Rafael Nadal of PE classic gray fluorescent green color show, while
������̽��� version is its silver shoes on Monday Night Football in 2009 for color inspiration. Unfortunately, these Nike Lunar TR1
+ PE are not commercially available.
Jordan Spizike NIKEiD highly anticipated new color and material exposure 2013-12-08 22:14:41
Since NIKEiD landed in Jordan Spizike, Jordan Spizike NIKEiD ID has been welcomed by many enthusiasts, a variety of color
schemes abound. Now there's a good message, and that is Jordan Spizike NIKEiD will introduce more new colors and new
materials to supply you for Jordan Spizike NIKEiD lovers choice. The exposure includes selectable color black green, black and red
or even white color similar to the South Coast, etc. As regards the materials will be more available for reference. Time to market for
the US time on June 19.
Boston well-known shoe store Bodega recently officially joined the celebrate the ventilator was born in the ranks of the 25th
anniversary, and Reebok cooperation to create this new joint color. Designers chose the black pebble leather, red and blue suede
leather, and covered with black polka dot cotton grey cloth of the shoe body, not only to retain the essence of the consistent design of
bodega, also impact the unique avant-garde visual effect. At present, the official has not yet announced the specific date of the
release of the joint project, interested friends may wish to pay attention to our follow-up reports.
Nike Air Force 1 Bespoke blond cherry 2013-12-08 22:40:07 In addition to "player" version of Air Force 1 Bespoke, we bring you
today a considerable Asian-inspired Air Force 1 Bespoke, from P. Nguyen Air Force 1 Bespoke design using a flaxen suede shoes
with pink leather, giving a feeling of elegance, while the heel and laces fasten laser cherry cherry pattern let this pair have the Air
Force 1 Bespoke all different temperament. Familiar Air Force 1 friends must guess this pair of Air Force 1 Bespoke design
inspired by the year two pairs of classic Air Force 1, & quot; Linen & quot; and & quot; Sakura Ueno & quot ;.
Physical exposure adidas Rose 3.5 white red and black 2013-12-08 22:38:38 We seem to have become accustomed to the adidas
Rose launched the ".5" series of shoes, and then when the adidas Rose 3 just listed, this pair of adidas Rose 3.5 Also exposed on
the network, and compared to its predecessor, adidas Rose 3.5 has a more exaggerated design, and the most out of color Rose
Logo designer also moved to the ankle from the tongue, in the end it is the same and adidas Rose 3, there is news This pair of
adidas Rose 3.5 called for the new season in the playoffs Ross prepared, then there will be more color to meet with us.
Fashion luxury goods released blue adidas Originals series modeling preview
2012-07-20 10:22:48 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: kidulty] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes network July 20 hearing, adidas Originals recently announced a new blue series modeling portfolio. Still continues the
consistent blue is not so sporty set, modeling portfolio from which we can see the effect of wearing models in Europe, if not mention
adidas Originals which is difficult to guess a lot of people believe that this is a retro sports apparel brand designed. 
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Related news
ADIDAS ORIGINALS BY ORIGINALS sports player Jeremy Scott Release jointly snow boots
2009-10-13 10:36:34 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: different potential flow] Print ; Close 



; ; ; [Chinese shoes network] to test the water after the snow boots Nike adidas also sit still, ADIDAS ORIGINALS BY ORIGINALS
series recently launched New York devil Jeremy Scott designed jointly snow boots. Clover shoes from classic 1980s basketball
shoes, the color is a typical New York feel, tongue designers picture shows extraordinary place this shoe. 

Related news
Players adidas Originals campaign launched two limited shoes
2012-12-24 11:36:28 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: kidulty] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network December 24 hearing, three double mita sneakers x adidas Originals mita sneakers in Tokyo two days
before the sale of the store queue limited shoes now on sale in its shop, this style include campus 80s , suprestar 80s, TOBACCO,
three pairs of shoes were retro design. The limited interest of shoes stores offering opportunities but missed friends, you might click
on the link below to make a purchase. 

Related news
NIKE legendary designer Tinker Hatfield, Nike CEO Mark Parker, fashion godfather Hiroshi Fujiwara Hiroshi Fujiwara, the three
heroes are planning to build HTM has been the sensational news of its footwear industry. The Fan NIKE brand their current hot shoes
Nike Free Mercurial Superfly HTM launched a new color design "Volt". Fluorescent color of shoes, more eye-catching bright, cutting-
edge technologies unique sensation of movement, but recently began to be overwhelmed by the shoes on sale at its designated
store, which sells for $ 1,599 Hong Kong dollars, interested friends may wish to pay more attention . ;
Today, cultural development matures sneakers, shoes have become a topic no one does not talk. And Sneakerness the world-
famous shoes exhibition fairs this fan came to the French fashion capital of Paris. This carnival festival, gathering a large number of
fans present exchange shoes, feel the unique charm sneakers culture. The sneakers style is everything, basically every brand of work
can be seen in this event. This time we PKPOP site is a collection of many wonderful review, for readers to review this a spectacular
Sneakerness, did not talk much to say, let's slowly come to appreciate this in a ceremony sneakers.
Gosha Rubchinskiy famous Russian street brand has been on the retro street style single bell, overwhelmed issue 2015 autumn and
winter series, the series to Russia 80 years and frivolous, daring and rebellious skateboarding culture and youth culture for
inspiration, release sweater, scarves, etc. products. Since the 1980s close to Russia is a major highlight of the series, so no
shortage of Chinese clothing embellishment, such as the flag pattern sweater and scarf on the "movement" word, retro feeling full.
Currently, the series has been on sale in Gosha Rubchinskiy online store, like a friend can go to learn more.
recently will appear in Canada OVO Flagship Store in New Product OVO x Jordan Brand, and this is not the shoes, but limited
edition T-shirts two sides of a single product. After the "OVO" shoes issued after Air Jordan 10, the popular rapper Drake's OVO
label continue the momentum to launch new single product. With simple white sign with OVO, blessing Jordan Brand Classic
Jumpman logo to create T-shirts, and the concern is, T-shirt behind in list form lists the major achievements since his rookie season
to Jordan retired from his career, highlighting memorable, believe When the Offer will usher in some panic buying.
Paris Fashion Week Street beat featurette update frequency is very efficient, after reading the periphery of people dress with photos,
overwhelmed wish to shift attention to their feet wearing shoes that, the photographer were busy fine More than 10 selected best
picture on foot, so you watch. Unsurprisingly, sports shoes still occupy the entire layout, the familiar Nike, adidas, Reebok, and
ASICS and other familiar brands are on the mirror, Raf Simons x adidas such high-end shoes have been worn many times the
interpretation of, and interested friends Photos may wish to read, try to identify which type of shoes it.
; clothing brand from Japan's Beams + has always adhere to American-style course, recently released the brand's 2015 autumn and
winter quarter catalogs, overwhelmed costumes inspired by military boom, a single product which can be seen more than military
factions jacket or windbreaker. Using unique cut way, make a single product to wear upper body more comfortable. At the same
time, the use of insulating materials and clothing were cold fabrics, good thermal performance. It is learned that this series will be on
sale in late summer 2015, interested friends please pay close attention to the follow-up messages.
[Chinese shoes Network - the new equipment] when Manchester United number seven shirt has always been very Fest (stores)
meaning, and Eric Cantona, Michael Owen, George Best, Cristiano Ronaldo and David Beckham are former Manchester United the
7th master, visible on the 7th place in the Manchester United shirt in. The Nike Sportswear recently launched a series of particularly
Manchester United souvenir production, including the classic shirt of Manchester United won the European Cup in 1968 when, as well
as a new design of the 7th Tee and jackets. If you are a fan of the Red Devils, then how can we miss this series?
AJ1 fit and Nike SB gods worshiped Air Jordan 1 x Nike Skateboarding Collaboration 2013-12-08 22:01:49
& sup2; 0 & sup1; & sup2 ;, in AJ these columns and Nik & eth; Sk & acirc; & thorn; & eth; b & ordm; & acirc; rding series strongly
under the auspices of Air J & ordm; rd & acirc; n & sup1; SB-sp & eth; cific ultimately successful fit. It is said Nik & eth; Sk & acirc; &
thorn; & eth; b & ordm; & acirc; rding will collect on the tenth anniversary of the seven Dragon call this double Air J & ordm; rd & acirc;
n & sup1; C & ordm; ll & acirc; b & ordm; r & acirc; & thorn; i & ordm; n ~! Please the gods to worship it!
Sports players Nike KD VI "NYC 66" version of the new orange shoes
2013-08-12 11:10:15 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: addiction trend] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network August 12 hearing, NBA superstar Kevin Durant's new Nike KD VI "NYC 66" version of the full orange
shoes, appeared before the design inspiration, from August 1, 2011 in Rucker Park to take 66 minutes of mad crazy performance,
full of dazzling orange shoes, just as his eye-catching performance of the day as eye-catching, is expected to start selling in August
11, priced at $ 130 dollars. 
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